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Optics & Photonics

Fundamental Light-Matter Interaction
„Atoms on a string“: optical fibers with nanofiber waist connected to single atoms

Fundamental research:
• new regimes of light-matter-coupling (near-field effects)
• single photon-single atom interaction & collective effects
Applications:
• quantum information (quantum memoires, quantum gates)
• few-photon non-linear devices

evanescent coupling with cold atoms:
strong quantum light-matter interaction

AG Rauschenbeutel



Optics & Photonics

Integrated Quantum Photonics
Solid-state quantum emitters as building blocks for quantum technology

Research Topics:
• shrink optical labs into quantum devices (q. computing, q. simulation)
• realization of quantum photonics for complex quantum tasks

AG Schröder

color centers in diamond structures



Optics & Photonics

Optical Metrology and Integrated Quantum Sensors

Fundamental research:
• Is Lorentz invariance violated?
• Are natural constants constant?
Applications:
• quantum optics in space
• optical clocks, gravitational waves, geodesy

Ultra-precise optical measurements & bringing quantum optics into space

optical resonators

integrated laser experiments

AG Peters
AG Krutzik



Optics & Photonics

Nano-Optics
Controlable quantum system for quantum devices & quantum sensing

Fundamental research:
• optical control of single electron & nuclear spins
• few-photon interaction & collective effects
Applications:
• photonic quantum computers
• quantum sensing

single electron spins as nanothermometers 
in living organisms

AG Benson



Optics & Photonics

Nonlinear Quantum Optics
Circumvent problems for IR imaging through quantum entanglement

Fundamental research:
• generation of (hyper-)entangled photons
• fundamental principles of quantum physics
Applications:
• quantum microscopy & spectroscopy

photon pair source

AG Ramelow

IR absorption & phase imaging of mouse heart
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Physics of low-dimensional systems
Understand and tune interaction of 1D/2D systems with light and each other

Fundamental research:
• explore optical and vibrational properties of carbyne
• tune 1D and 2D systems i.e. by strain & doping

Advanced material characterization
• Optical imaging with <30 nm resolution

Carbyne – 1D carbon chain

AG Heeg

Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

 

 

FIG. 2: The structure of ideal carbyne with the two possible configurations: cumulene (top) and polyyne 

(bottom)  

 

A further distinction for carbyne is based on the two possible forms: the term α-carbyne has been used to 

describe a bond length alternated structure characterize by alternating conjugated single and triple CC 

bonds; on the other hand, β-carbyne denotes an infinite chain characterized by all-equal double bonds. The 

former is also called "polyyne" in the literature while the latter "poly-cumulene" or just "cumulene" as 

sketched in Fig. 2. The first case can be described as an infinite one-dimensional crystal with a basis of two 

carbon atoms showing a Bond Length Alternation (BLA = r1 - r2, with r1 and r2 bond distance of the single 

and triple bonds respectively, see Figure 3-a). The second case can be described as a monoatomic sp carbon 

chain where all the CC bonds are equal having a double character (=C=C=), corresponding thus to BLA=0. 

These two structures would correspond to an insulating/semiconducting system for BLA≠0 (polyyne) or a 

truly metallic systems when BLA=0 (polycumulene), revealing the usual connection between molecular 

structure (BLA) and electronic properties (Band Gap) which is peculiar of polyconjugated molecules 

 

Due to Peiers distortion and in direct connection to other polyconjugated molecules, the only stable form 

possible is α-carbyne for an infinite chain. Even if carbyne is an ideal system, a number of 
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In this work, we demonstrate anti-Stokes Raman scattering
of single carbyne chains. Using laser irradiation as a heating
source, we investigate the temperature dependence of the C-
mode Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks. We show that the
evolution of the anti-Stokes/Stokes ratio with laser power is
well captured by the Boltzmann factor with a power-dependent
equilibrium temperature, allowing us to quantify the laser-
induced heating. The potential of carbyne as a nanoscale
temperature sensor is discussed and possible applications are
outlined.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Near-Field Raman Spectroscopy of

Con!ned Carbyne. Carbyne chains are synthesized inside
double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs) by high-temper-
ature annealing according to the procedure described by Shi et
al.20 The tubes are then dispersed on a thin glass coverslip
following ref 7.
Our work makes use of both near-!eld and far-!eld

measurements, each carried out on a separate Raman setup.
The !rst step is to identify an isolated, continuous carbyne
chain con!ned in a DWCNT. To this end, we make use of the
nanoscale resolution provided by tip-enhanced Raman
scattering (TERS). The TERS measurements are performed
in a backscattering con!guration using a home-built setup (see
Methods). As an optical probe we use a plasmon-tunable tip
pyramid designed to support localized surface plasmon
resonances at the excitation energy of our laser (1.96 eV),
which gives rise to particularly strong Raman scattering
enhancement.37!39 Raman scattered photons are sent through
a narrow band-pass !lter that transmits only the spectral region
of carbyne’s C-mode and then detected with an avalanche
photodiode (APD). Optical and topographic images are
formed simultaneously by raster-scanning (see Figure 1b,c).
Full spectra are recorded using a CCD-equipped spectrometer
(Figure 1d).
Power-Dependent Resonant Far-Field Raman Spec-

troscopy. In the second experimental step, we perform
power-dependent far-!eld Raman measurements (see Meth-
ods) of the previously identi!ed carbyne chain. To pro!t from

resonant Raman scattering enhancement, we tune the photon
energy of our laser to coincide with the band gap of the
investigated carbyne chain (1.88 eV). We infer the band gap
energy by exploiting its linear scaling with the measured C-
mode Raman shift (1801 cm!1 according to Figure 1d).6!8 We
point out that the band gap energy and Raman peak position of
con!ned carbyne are both a"ected by the noncovalent
interaction with the encasing host nanotube, which in turn
depends on the nanotube chirality. Therefore, carbyne chains
encapsulated in nanotubes of di"erent chirality di"er in their
vibrational and electronic properties.6!8

Figure 2 shows our power-dependent far-!eld Stokes and
anti-Stokes measurements. A series of anti-Stokes spectra,
measured at !ve di"erent values of laser power, are displayed
in Figure 2a. We !t each spectrum with a Lorentzian line shape
on top of a linear background. In Figure 2b we display the
corresponding series of Stokes spectra. We !nd equal Raman
shifts for the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks, as expected for a
!rst-order single-resonance Raman process.25,28 Moreover, we
observe a softening of the C-mode Raman shift with increasing
laser power. Such frequency downshifts have been observed in
temperature- and power-dependent Raman studies of a wide
variety of materials40!44 and can be attributed to anharmonic
terms of the lattice potential energy.25 We provide a brief
discussion of this e"ect in the Supporting Information.
To shed light on the power dependence of the Raman

signals, we extract the integrated C-peak anti-Stokes intensities
AC
aS from the !ts in Figure 2a, and the Stokes intensities AC

S

from the !ts in Figure 2b. We plot these Stokes and anti-Stokes
signals in Figure 2c as a function of excitation power. To
illustrate the power-dependent behavior of the Stokes and anti-
Stokes signals, we !t both sets of data with a second-order
polynomial, plotted in Figure 2c as solid lines. Inspection of
Figure 2c demonstrates that the anti-Stokes and Stokes Raman
signals show opposing trends with increasing excitation power.
The anti-Stokes signal AC

aS increases supra-linearly, which can
be ascribed to the temperature dependence of the C-mode
phonon population given by the Bose!Einstein distribution, n
= {exp[Eph/(kBT)] ! 1}!1, where Eph is the phonon energy, kB
is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. Laser-

Figure 1. Tip-enhanced Raman scattering of con!ned carbyne. (a) Carbyne chain encapsulated in a DWCNT. The inset illustrates the atomic
structure of carbyne, which is characterized by alternating single and triple bonds. Arrows illustrate the Raman-active vibrational C-mode.
(b, c) Simultaneously acquired optical (b) and topographic (c) image of a single con!ned carbyne chain. The intensity pro!le in (b)
extracted along the white line indicates a spatial resolution of 26 nm. (d) Near-!eld (tip down) and far-!eld (tip up) Raman spectrum of
con!ned carbyne. The strong C-peak at 1801 cm!1 is associated with the carbyne chain, whereas the G-peak signature below 1801 cm!1

arises from the encapsulating DWCNT structure. Note that the far-!eld spectrum is scaled by a factor of 50 for better visibility.

ACS Nano www.acsnano.org Article

https://doi.org/10.1021/acsnano.1c03893
ACS Nano 2021, 15, 12249!12255
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Optics & Photonics

Theoretical Optics & Photonics and Modern Optics
Fundamental optical science with „Pencil, Mathematica, Numerics“

Research topics:
• ultra-fast processes in intense light fields
• cold atom gases (quantum simulation)
• optical precision measurements
• optical interactions in reduced geometry
• fluctuation-induced phenomena
• Are photons bosons? 

Tritium Neutrino Experiment (KATRIN)

AG Busch
AG Saenz

(quantum) light-matter interactions 
in complex nanostructures
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Optics & Photonics

Master 120 LP, darin „Fachlicher Wahlbereich“ 40 LP
(davon zwei Schwerpunktmodule mit je 8 LP) 

Spezialization in Optics & Photonics

8 LP (+ 8 LP)

+4 x 6 LP
(mind. eines)

P23.: Laserphysik (8 LP) 

P24.4. Vertiefungsmodule (je 6 LP)
a: Angewandte Photonik
b: Quantenoptik
c: Optik / Photonik: Projekt und Seminar
d: Computerorientierte Photonik
e: Physik ultraschneller Prozesse
f: Quanteninformation und Quantencomputer 
g: Terahertz-Spektroskopie und Bildgebung 
h: Fourieroptik und Röntgenmikroskopie  
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Int. Master of Optical Sciences

https://opticalsciences.physik.hu-berlin.de



Spezialization Optics & Photonics

Networking in Optics & Photonics (berlinoptik.de)

contact: oliver.benson@physik.hu-berlin.de

Optics & Photonics

The future is bright!
light
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Networking in Optics & Photonics 
(berlinoptik.de)

contact: oliver.benson@physik.hu-berlin.de
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The future is bright!
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Berlin School of Optical 
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Quantum 
Technology


